**Daytime Company Picnic Package**

OMSI’s tented riverfront courtyard is available Monday – Sunday and has a capacity of 50-200+ people. The rental includes tables, chairs and complimentary parking.

Tented Riverfront Courtyard Rental | $850

**Group Rate Tickets**

The World of da Vinci  
Adult $17 | Senior $13 | Youth $11  
Empirical Theater (All Ages) | $6  
Planetarium show or Submarine tour (All Ages) | $6

**Featured Exhibit: The World of da Vinci**

Jump into the imagination of the ultimate Renaissance man at *The World of Leonardo da Vinci!* This immersive exhibition highlights da Vinci’s groundbreaking work as a renowned artist, influential engineer, innovative research scientist, and expansive dreamer.

Explore da Vinci’s engineering marvels and artistic masterpieces as they make their premier in the Pacific Northwest, featuring:

- 2 authentic pages from the Codex Atlanticus
- More than 30 accurately realized machine inventions based off blueprints including the Mechanical Lion, Rapid-fire Crossbow, and Great Organ
- A magnificent display of The Last Supper that allows visitors to see how the fresco looks today versus when it was completed in 1498
- Plus digitally restored reproductions of The Mona Lisa and Vitruvian Man

Book your event today at eventsales@omsi.edu | omsi.edu/private-events